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The homeless
camp has been
cleared out —
but where did the
people go? A3

49ers GM Lynch
gives no hints, but
emphasizes the
need for ‘multiple
answers.’ B1
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Solar power arrays project scrapped
‘Perfect storm’ unravels
plan to place panels on 6
wastewater holding ponds
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A combination of factors,
including
President
Donald
Trump’s tariff on imported solar
panels, have prompted cancellation of a major solar power project on six wastewater holding

ponds in Sonoma County.
Sonoma Clean Power, the
county’s public power supplier,
also cited requirements by PG&E
and the state Division of Safety of
Dams as reasons for terminating
a contract approved in 2015 for
development of a 12.5-megawatt
solar power system on the holding ponds owned by the Sonoma
County Water Agency.
The developer, San Francisco-based Pristine Sun, missed
its latest deadline to complete

the project March 31, prompting
Sonoma Clean Power to cancel
the deal five days later, said Deb
Emerson, the electricity provider’s director of power services.
“The costs (for Pristine) were
just adding up,” she said. “It was
just becoming more difficult to
see how this could actually come
to fruition.”
The local nonprofit agency,
which provides electricity to
about 225,000 accounts in Sonoma and Mendocino counties, had

committed to buying power from
the proposed floating power system and lost no money in canceling the deal, she said.
Emerson and Mark Landman,
Sonoma Clean Power’s vice
chairman, said they were still interested in the concept of placing
solar panels, which some people
consider unsightly, atop reservoirs of treated effluent that are
generally out of sight and have
no other use.
“It’s an evolving technology,”
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Landman said, that is “still very
promising” for Sonoma County.
The mix of factors that thwarted the six-pond plan with Pristine Sun was “a perfect storm” in
a negative sense, said Landman,
the mayor of Cotati.
Pristine Sun could not be
reached for comment Monday.
When the deal with Pristine
Sun was announced in February
2015, Sonoma Clean Power hailed
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Driver
kills at
least 10
with van
‘Pure carnage’ for blocks
after pedestrians struck
by vehicle; 15 injured
By IAN AUSTEN
AND LIAM STACK
NEW YORK TIMES

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Shawn Chase of Santa Rosa rides through a section of burned timber and vegetation, caused by the October fires, on Warren Richardson Trail on
Monday in Trione-Annadel State Park. The park is now 99 percent open.

Areas closed since October have reopened, and just in time to enjoy spring
nadel at the southeastern edge of Santa
Rosa.
But word spread when an order reopening closed trails was signed late Friday
bringing hikers, mountain bikers and
equestrians back to the park in droves
under sunny weekend skies.
“I’m very, very excited,” said Santa Rosa
mountain biker Nick Haig-Arack, who
was among those in the park Saturday,
having left a mountain bike industry event
in Monterey ahead of schedule to return
home Friday night. “I drove all the way
back here because I heard that Annadel
was open again.”

By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

ire-damaged areas of Trione-Annadel State Park have reopened to
visitors, who rushed back into its
southern reaches over the weekend even
as 6-month-old trail closure signs were
still coming down.
Newly opened portions of the park have
been off-limits to the public since October,
when wind-driven wildfires tore through
the Sonoma County landscape, ravaging
a half-dozen popular state and regional
parks, including 5,200-acre Trione-An-

Though evidence of fire remains
obvious in some parts of the park where
the flames burned the trees, much of the
area has recovered and is brimming with
greenery and wildflowers. Underbrush
burned out of woodland areas has encouraged new growth and improved sightlines
just in time for a gorgeous spring wildflower display.
“My general feeling was it was better off
than it was before the fire,” Haig-Arack
said.
Nick Nesbitt, a co-founder of the Red-

OTTAWA, Ontario — At least
10 people were killed and 15
were injured Monday when a
man drove a white van onto the
sidewalk along one of Toronto’s
main thoroughfares, spreading
carnage and fear through the
country’s largest metropolis,
authorities and witnesses said.
The van struck a man crossing Yonge Street before it
jumped the curb near Mel Lastman Square and sped down the
sidewalk at 40 mph, witnesses
said, leaving a trail of destruction in its wake.
The driver was taken into custody after a dramatic confrontation with police that was captured on video. “Shoot me in the
head,” he yelled before he was
detained.
It was one of the worst mass
killings in the modern history
of Canada.
“There were a lot of pedestrians out, a lot of witnesses out,
enjoying the sunny afternoon,”
said Peter Yuen, deputy chief
of the Toronto police service. “I
ask the city of Toronto to pray
for our victims and to help the
Toronto police service bring
this matter to a successful conclusion.”
John Flengas, acting EMS supervisor for Sunnybrook Health
Sciences Center, which said it
received seven victims from the
scene, told CTV News on Monday that “multiple people were
injured, multiple people were
deceased.”
Flengas described the scene
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How merchants flood Amazon with fake reviews
GAMING THE SYSTEM » Retail giant falls prey to paid reviews
originating on Facebook groups, which inflate products’ ratings
By ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
AND CRAIG TIMBERG
WASHINGTON POST

SAN FRANCISCO — On Amazon,
customer comments can help a product
surge in popularity. The online retail giant says that more than 99 percent of its
reviews are legitimate because they are
written by real shoppers who aren’t paid
for them.
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But a Washington Post examination
found that for some popular product categories, such as bluetooth headphones
and speakers, the vast majority of reviews appear to violate Amazon’s prohibition on paid reviews. They have certain
characteristics, such as repetitive wording that people likely cut and paste in.
Many of these fraudulent reviews
originate on Facebook, where sellers
seek shoppers on dozens of networks,
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including Amazon Review Club and
Amazon Reviewers Group, to give glowing feedback in exchange for money or
other compensation. The practice artificially inflates the ranking of thousands
of products, experts say, misleading consumers.
Amazon banned paying for reviews a
year and a half ago because of research it
conducted showing that consumers distrust paid reviews. Every once in a while,
including this month, Amazon purges
shoppers from its site who it accuses of
breaking its policies.
But the ban, say sellers and experts,

HE MADE ‘THE FRIENDLY CITY’: Maurice
Fredericks, who co-founded Rohnert Park
and lived there ever since, dies at 93 / A3

merely pushed an activity that used to
take place openly into dispersed and
harder-to-track online communities.
There, an economy of paid reviews has
flourished. Merchants pledge to drop reimbursements into a reviewer’s PayPal
account within minutes of posting comments for items such as kitchen knives,
rain ponchos or shower caddies, often
sweetening the deal with a $5 commission or an $10 Amazon gift card. Facebook this month deleted more than a
dozen of the groups where sellers and
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